
64-67 Glove Box Door-Replacing the Insert
By Jerry Fuccillo NCRS #42179 with Bob Young NCRS#3342

A few years ago, I bought this Glove Box Door Repair Kit for my 67 Corvette figuring it was time to replace the
scratched up insert on the door. The kit came with a brand new aluminum insert and these special allen head
screws and instructions. In reading the instructions, I realized that one would have to drill out the peened over
studs (or what I call rivets) on the back of the door, disassemble it, and then tap in these special screws.

Oh no I thought, first this is probably too elaborate a procedure for my skills, and secondly, this is probably the
first thing the NCRS interior judges look for in Flight Judging. So I put the kit on the shelf for another day.

After judging with my original door and receiving 3 off on condition (zero off on originality), I figured it was
about time to address the scratched up insert. I figured there must be a way to change the insert without
drilling out the rivets, as I had seen restorers advertise glove box door restoration without removing them. So
I did a post on the NCRS forum and found that there is a method devised by Bob Young, in which the insert is
replaced without touching the rivets. I received Bob’s written procedure and have corresponded with him on
it.

In submitting this story for publication, I have made Bob Young my co-author, with his permission. This story
is simply my photo description of following his procedure, maybe with a few slight variations. Hopefully, Bob’s
full procedure will be published in the same issue as this article. If not, one ought to contact Bob for the
written procedure.

In reviewing Bob’s procedure, it is a matter of cutting out almost all or portions of the existing insert from the
glove box, then trimming the new one so that it will slide in between remnants of the old insert and the chrome
trim surrounding the insert. If you push down on your glove box insert along the chrome trim, you will find that
a slight gap is created, enough to put another insert on top.

Since I was very apprehensive about rushing in and putting a Dremel cutter to my original, I thought I’d do a
practice run on another glove box first to see if Bob’s method actually worked. I got a banged up 65 glove
box door on ebay, which is identical to a 64, and similar to a 66, 67 except for the emblem. I ordered the glove
box kit for a 64-65, and figured that I’d do the 65 one first to work out any bugs in the procedure before I did
my original 67. In the photos of this story I will show both the 65 and 67 glove box door as I learned a few
things on the first round and used a slightly different procedure on the 67.

Here's what I started with:

http://img157.imageshack.us/img157/2893/gloveboxbeforefrontsmaldy9.jpg (65 door) #1



Here’s the start-off tools, and the templates which are made:

http://img296.imageshack.us/img296/5418/gloveboxtoolstempsmallxy5.jpg #2

The paper template of the area inside the chrome trim is first made, I made mine out of a piece of 11 X 17
print paper from the office. Just lay it out on the bottom edge of the insert chrome, trace it out with your
fingernail. Then cut it to fit the chrome periphery of the insert.

The smaller cardboard template (from a manila file folder) of the position of the emblem is made to be used to
drill the holes in the insert for the emblem. Since my new insert came with the holes already drilled, I didn't
use this template. If you have to drill the holes, get Bob’s full procedure. In any case, measure the position
of the emblem, to the chrome from the bottom of the emblem and to the side, you will need the dimensions
later to cut the new insert and set it in position.

I used Bob’s addendum method for the 65 door whereby you only cut out the area around the emblem. It is a
lot faster but I found that it is a little more difficult to set the new insert.

Here’s cutting out the emblem on the 65 door:

http://img296.imageshack.us/img296/79/gloveboxemblemmarkingsmallyz4.jpg #3



http://img296.imageshack.us/img296/5506/gloveboxemblemcuttingsmallxv1.jpg #4

http://img296.imageshack.us/img296/5395/gloveboxemblemcutoutsmallql2.jpg #5

http://img296.imageshack.us/img296/4521/gloveboxemblembacksmalloy2.jpg #6



I first marked a line 1/4" out from the periphery of the emblem then cut along the line with a dremel cutter blade.
Only used 3 blades, and had the emblem out in 10 minutes. The emblem has peened over studs to attach it to the
insert. I used a bench grinder to grind away the peened over area of the studs to remove the emblem from the
insert piece. The remaining portion of the emblem stud was then filed with a file to remove any burrs and bevel the
end. The emblem was then test fit to the new insert. It is eventually glued in place with epoxy, or my preference,
silicone adhesive.

On the 67 door, I used Bob’s original method of cutting out the entire door insert but leaving a ½" lip:

http://img407.imageshack.us/img407/1832/67gloveboxmarkingsmallra9.jpg #7

http://img187.imageshack.us/img187/5014/67gdoorinscuttingsmallda1.jpg #8

I found that with using a #420 Dremel blade, I could get about 3" to 4" per blade. Although this method takes a
little longer, It seems to be much easier to get the new insert in place. Treatment of the emblem for the 67 is the
same as the 65 emblem. Don’t forget to file off any burrs on the emblem studs and test fit the emblem to the new
insert. It should be a tight fit but easily removable.



New Insert Preparation: (65 insert)

http://img296.imageshack.us/img296/7485/gloveboxinsertmarking1smallmb0.jpg #9

http://img296.imageshack.us/img296/1425/gloveboxinsert2trimmingsmalltd3.jpg #10

The paper template is then placed over the new insert and a line marked on the insert 1/4" outboard of the
template. The cutout portion of the insert was used to accurately position the emblem on the template, and punch
holes in the template in the right places. Measurements were checked from the edge of the emblem to the edge of
the template to set the template in the correct position. Then use tin snips to cut the insert along the marked line. In
using the tin snips, use short strokes and don’t cut all the way though to the tip to avoid putting bends in the edges
of the insert.



Preparing the door for the insert:

http://img175.imageshack.us/img175/7999/67insertfilingsmallvz7.jpg #11

This is the 67 door being prepared with a finger nail file, You need to file off all the burrs along the underside of the
chrome strip where the new insert is going to go. You should also use the file to smooth the edges of the cut lines
of the new insert as well as the remnants of the old insert.

Installing the insert:

Here’s the 67 insert all prepared for insertion:

http://img175.imageshack.us/img175/3812/67insertprepsmallvr9.jpg #12

I found from experience with the 65 insert that you should leave the protection film on the new insert, even thought
it is a tedious job in getting the protection film out of the groove once the insert is in place. The masking tape in the
picture marks the final position of the insert along the chrome surround and together with the protection film,
protects the insert from scratches as you slide it in position. If the protection film is loose along the edges, take it
all off, and mask the final position to the bare insert. If you do this, remember not to put anything harder then a
fingernail or soft plastic against the insert. It scratches easily (I know).



Now here comes the fun:

http://img175.imageshack.us/img175/724/67insertplacesmallfx3.jpg #13

http://img80.imageshack.us/img80/5978/67inserinplacesmalldz1.jpg #14

The prepared insert is first inserted into the left corner groove and then down until the side and top of the insert
falls into the depression and onto the lip of the old insert. You have to slide it at least a 1/4" beyond your final
marked position, then you need to slide it back up and to the right to the final position. Check your dimensions to
the emblem.

It's a pretty tricky maneuver, and mine was so tight I had to put the emblem in place to get some grip on the flat
insert. Pushing down on the edge you are inserting helps.

Bob's instructions indicated to use dabs of glue between the old and new insert, but I didn't glue mine since the
fit was so tight. I suppose if it loosens up I can glue it along the top but it is so tight I think it will stay in place.

Next strip off the masking tape and protection film, and then install the emblem. I installed the emblems by
putting little dabs of silicone glue on the emblem studs and along the base of the studs, and taped it in position
until the glue set.



Then you ought to think about masking up the insert and chrome, and painting the face of the door or
the whole door:

http://img405.imageshack.us/img405/9988/67doorpaintingsmallgj1.jpg #15

I think I would plan on painting the door last, as you are bound to scratch the paint no matter how well you
protect it, in working on the door. But that’s another story.

Here’s the finished products of this story:

http://img84.imageshack.us/img84/7206/6465gbfinishedfrontsmaliu6.jpg (65 door) #16



http://img173.imageshack.us/img173/5161/67gloveboxfinishsmallvf8.jpg (67 door) #17

And back on the car:

http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/6233/67gboutsidesmallkh7.jpg (67 door) #18

With many thanks to Bob Young NCRS #3342 for his instructions and encouragement on this story, it could not
be done without him. I had fun doing it.

Jerry Fuccillo NCRS #42179


